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About This Content
The Banana Farm and its upgrades get a massive calorie increase. Visual change only.
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Title: Bloons TD 5 - Candy Banana Farm Skin
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Ninja Kiwi
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)
Processor: 1.5Ghz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD
Storage: 512 MB available space
Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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This game is FUN.
When first starting the game, if using an controller, use the mouse on the main menu first, and keep using it until the character
select screen. Once in the game, it brings back old school memories and you. will. die.
Good luck!. I like this DLC vary much. The gameplay is, on the wole, smooth, just perhaps a little juddering at slow speeds, but
not enough to ruin the gameplay. I love the look and sound of the locomotive, and the passenger view is of the old class 2 (I
think) carriages; atmospheric - you can almost smell that old train smell. Only seems to come with three scenarios, all for the
Darlington\/Bishop's Auckland route, whuch is a shame, but perhaps these locos were only used on that region in real life. One
of the better DTG DLCs. Recommended.. Mindless Running - This name says it all!. This SHMUP is awesome!, that mix
between the shield and the short\/long range shot it's simply beautiful and organic; i'm not gonna lie, my first try in this game
was via piracy, and it took me less than 5 minutes to decide that it would be mine forever!!!
P.S: Awesome, i repeat, AWESOME OST!!! (Original & Arrange)

A MUST BUY FOR ANY SHMUP PLAYER.. First better mouse\/keybord\/joystick choise subrouteen, Cut and paste?
After completing the 3 training missions no matter what i tried next, landing at enemy base, whohoo dogfight,or live matches I
ended up flying through hoops(1st lesson)...big round buttons saying bomb\/fire right side below nose, accompenied for juration
of flight (from cellphones (handys))
need annother Font for eg buying kit, dosnt work at all, unreadable, Due to the fact I couldnot get out of the 3 training missions,
not worth a Quater of the given money!
. The horse riding was quite cool, but the frequent crashes, bad acting and dialouge result in a medicore experience.. I'm not
normally one for horror games, but that scene from the 2nd Jurassic Park movie was basically imprinted into my childhood so I
had to give it a shot. Quite glad I did. Even though it's definitely horror, you're in full control of your destiny, and I like that.
The game starts slowly and builds up tension quite expertly. There's a bit of narrative to latch onto (always goes a long way in
making me feel involved in the world). The feeling of raptors stalking you is exactly as you'd imagine. Their movements, the
sound, all really well done. The models and animations are a bit janky, but serve their purpose. The game changes things up a bit
as it goes along, giving you a few more things to toy with and even a whole new threat (again, the build up to the encounters are
great). The final section is hectic, and you need a bit lucky to survive that part (defending yourself becomes hard and you're
screwed if multiple raptors decide to close in at the same time), but overall a great VR experience.
Can't wait to see the next chapters.
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Another fun game from Sixteen Tonnes Entertainment. I suggest any fan of the Emergency Series get this game!. Paid as much
as I would for a decent cheese burger and it was a fun game to play for a few hours. Not terribly long, moderate replay value,
and like Rogue Legacy, you spawn as a new hero with new abilities, but I didn't die enough to fully enjoy that mechanic.
7.5\/10 would play a game simular.. This is an old racing game from 2005. At 13 years old, it's aged slightly better than most
games for the time, boasting 4K support. But it is still dated. The $36 price tag is just unacceptable for this. There are other,
quite reasonable modern alternatives.. The Last Birdling is one of the most fantastic VN's I've read. Every character is packed
with personality, and throughout the story it's a treat to see how everyone changes (or doesn't change). And even though it's only
a few hours to reach an ending, it feels so much longer than that. Props to InvertMouse for telling such a moving tale.. They say
they had a little help from their friends but nobody who plays this game has friends
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